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ABSTRACT Recent years have witnessed a paradigm shift in the storage of Electronic Health Records

(EHRs) on mobile cloud environments, where mobile devices are integrated with cloud computing to

facilitate medical data exchanges among patients and healthcare providers. This advanced model enables

healthcare services with low operational cost, high flexibility, and EHRs availability. However, this new

paradigm also raises concerns about data privacy and network security for e-health systems. How to

reliably share EHRs among mobile users while guaranteeing high-security levels in the mobile cloud is

a challenging issue. In this paper, we propose a novel EHRs sharing framework that combines blockchain

and the decentralized interplanetary file system (IPFS) on a mobile cloud platform. Particularly, we design a

trustworthy access control mechanism using smart contracts to achieve secure EHRs sharing among different

patients and medical providers. We present a prototype implementation using Ethereum blockchain in a

real data sharing scenario on a mobile app with Amazon cloud computing. The empirical results show that

our proposal provides an effective solution for reliable data exchanges on mobile clouds while preserving

sensitive health information against potential threats. The system evaluation and security analysis also

demonstrate the performance improvements in lightweight access control design, minimum network latency

with high security and data privacy levels, compared to the existing data sharing models.

INDEX TERMS Electronic health records (EHRs), EHRs sharing, mobile cloud computing (MCC), Internet

of Medical Things (IoMT), blockchain, smart contracts, access control, privacy, security.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, there has been a growing interest in employing

the blockchain technology to promote medical and e-health

services [1]–[3]. Blockchain with its decentralized and trust-

worthy nature has demonstrated immense potentials in var-

ious e-health sectors such as secure sharing of Electronic

Health Records (EHRs) and data access management among

multiple medical entities [4]–[6]. Therefore, the adoption

of blockchain can provide promising solutions to facilitate

healthcare delivery and thus revolutionize the healthcare

industry.

With the emergence of innovative technologies, includ-

ing Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) and Internet of Med-

ical Things (IoMT), the healthcare industry has witnessed

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Sabah Mohammed.

significant changes in e-health operations [7], [8]. Patients

now can collect their personal health information at home

based on mobile devices (such as smartphones and wearable

sensors) and share on cloud environments where healthcare

providers can access instantly to analyze medical records

and provide timely medical supports. This smart e-health

service allows healthcare providers remotely monitor patients

and offer ambulatory care at home, which not only facili-

tates healthcare delivery but also brings economic benefits

to patients. Further, the availability of complete EHRs on

clouds also helps healthcare providers track patient health and

offers proper medical services during diagnosis and treatment

processes [9].

Besides all these great advantages, however, the trend

of EHRs storage on clouds also poses security challenges

which hinder the deployment of e-health applications on

clouds [10], [11]. Among such security issues is secure
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EHRs sharing between patients and healthcare providers on

mobile cloud environments. Unauthorized entities may gain

malicious access to EHRs without consent of patients, which

has detrimental impacts on data integrity, privacy and security

of cloud e-health systems [12]. Moreover, patients may find

it difficult to track and manage their health records shared

among healthcare providers on clouds. It therefore is neces-

sary to propose efficient access control solutions for mobile

cloud EHRs sharing systems.

Traditional access control approaches [14]–[16] for EHRs

sharing assume that cloud servers are fully trusted by data

owners and enable the servers to perform all access con-

trol and authentication rights on data usage. However, this

assumption no longer holds in mobile clouds since the cloud

server is honest but curious. The cloud sever will honestly

perform the data requests, but meanwhile will obtain personal

information without consent of users, which leads to seri-

ous information leakage issues and network security, accord-

ingly. More importantly, conventional access control systems

mainly rely on a predefined point of access, i.e. a centralized

cloud server, and this can lead to the central point of failure

for e-health networks [25].

Meanwhile, blockchain-based access control provides var-

ious new security features for e-health with great advan-

tages over conventional access control solutions. First,

the blockchain constructs immutable ledgers of transactions

for data sharing system [5]. This means that transactions

recorded in the blockchain cannot be modified or altered by

any entities and transactions are only written to blockchain

while recovery actions are not permitted. This guarantees

high system trustworthiness and integrity. Second, access

control using blockchain can achieve the transparency prop-

erty with the ability of solving effectively the issue of data

leakage which can be caused by curious servers. Any illegal

access of servers and other entities to data storage will be

reflected on the blockchain and broadcast to all network

participants. In this way, any blockchain users can control

data access and detect such malicious transactions for pre-

ventive actions. Third, the use of blockchain-based smart

contract [21] can achieve the authentication and user ver-

ification property. By enforcing strict access control poli-

cies, smart contracts can authorize effectively user access to

health data storage as well as detect and prevent effectively

potential threats to health networks in a distributed manner.

Final, blockchain coupled with the smart contract technology

eliminates the reliance on central servers to ensure fairness

among transaction parties. As the smart contracts are public

on the blockchain, all the connected entities on the blockchain

network will have a copy of them, which provide an equal

right to control all contract operations. Specially, blockchain-

based access control with its distributed nature can work well

when any party fails without loss of data, risks and trust

concerns [5].

Motivated by such advantages of blockchain, in this paper,

we propose a new EHRs sharing model on a mobile cloud

platform based on the blockchain technique. The foundation

of our proposed system is a user access control framework

to manage data access from network entities. Access con-

trol mechanisms are capable of effectively restricting illegal

access to EHRs resources, while ensuring fast data retrieval

for authorized entities.

A. THE PAPER MAKES THE FOLLOWING CONTRIBUTIONS

• We propose a novel EHRs sharing architecture based

on blockchain and decentralized storage interplanetary

file system (IPFS) for an e-health system on a mobile

cloud platform. To improve security of EHRs sharing,

we develop a trustworthy access control mechanism

using smart contracts. Further, a data sharing protocol

is designed to manage user access to our EHRs system.

• We investigate the performance of the proposed EHRs

sharing model through usability tests on a mobile

Android application and cloud computing provided by

Amazon Web Services (AWS). The evaluation results

demonstrate that the proposed method is feasible to

various e-health scenarios.

• We provide a security analysis and extensive evaluation

in various performance metrics to highlight the advan-

tage of the proposed framework over current EHRs shar-

ing solutions.

The remainder of our paper is organized as follows. The

Section II introduces state-of-the-art studies towards the use

of access control solutions and blockchain for EHRs sharing

on clouds. The Section III introduces blockchain concepts

and its main components that will be utilized in this paper.

In the Section IV, we propose a system model for the EHRs

sharing scheme using blockchain and smart contracts, and

design objectives are also presented. Next, we present a

prototype implementation of decentralized access control for

EHRs sharing in a mobile cloud blockchain network in the

SectionV. Smart contract design and data sharing protocol are

also analyzed. The experimental results are discussed in the

SectionVI, while security analysis and system evaluations are

given in the Section VII. Finally, our conclusions are drawn

in Section VIII.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been several traditional solutions to deal with

the problem of secure EHRs sharing on cloud environ-

ments. The work [14] proposed a broker based access control

scheme for selective EHRs sharing among various healthcare

providers in cloud computing. Besides, they only investi-

gated their sharing concept on a computer simulation with

Virtual Machines (VMs) while neglecting implementation

on resource-constrained devices like smartphones. To main-

tain authentication for medical users and the EHRs sharing

system, Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) was employed on

cloud to ensure security standards of e-health systems [15].

Further, the authors in [16] employed an attribute authority

for granting keys for data consumers in the attribute-based

encryption (CP-ABE) prototype to achieve fine-grained

access control for EHRs sharing on cloud. They evaluated the
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proposed scheme via a numerical simulation by deploying

the experiment environment on the Ubuntu Linux Desktop,

and the capability of decentralized access was ignored in this

research.

In the context of blockchain technology, various studies

have investigated the capability of blockchain to support

e-health data sharing. Blockchain was exploited in [17] to

ensure reliable EHRs accessibility for medical users. The

authors relied on smart contracts to manage EHRs usage

of doctors. The authors focus on theoretical analysis and

therefore, the feasibility of the proposed solution had not

been confirmed in real EHRs sharing scenarios. As a result,

some important features of EHRs sharing such as flexi-

bility, availability and identity management had not been

investigated. Meanwhile, to ensure secure EHRs exchange

among medial consumers, a data management concept based

on blockchain was introduced in [18]. Blockchain enabled

decentralized strategy was also proposed to solve storage

issues of large medical records. The work [19] introduced

a system called MeDShare which dealt with the problem of

medical data sharing among cloud service providers. Smart

contracts were employed to design an access control mech-

anism that was capable of tracking data exchanges between

untrusted parties with the ability to detect malicious access

to EHRs storage, while providing provenance and auditing

on medical data. The performance of the proposed sys-

tem was evaluated only through network latency measure-

ments with theoretical analysis, showing that the proposal

can be a solution to achieve efficient data sharing with-

out risks on data privacy. The authors in [20] introduced

an innovative user-centric health data sharing method that

could enhance identity management and preserve data pri-

vacy for patients. They had not considered the problem of

identity management and user authentication to protect data

storage.

To better preserve data privacy and availability on clouds,

the authors in [21] designed a decentralized storage system

by combining Interplanetary File System (IPFS), Ethereum

blockchain, and attribute-based encryption (ABE) technolo-

gies. In their model, a data owner distributes secret key for

users, and encrypts his data under predefined access policy

to achieve fine-grained access control on cloud data. The

smart contracts were designed to implement the keyword

search in the decentralized storage systems that could address

the problem of not returning search results honestly in tra-

ditional cloud storage. The authors evaluated the system

scheme on the Ethereum official test network Rinkeby, and

the performance was examined through smart contract cost

tests and security analysis were also provided to show an

improvement in data management, data search fairness on

cloud and data privacy. To solve the problem of storing

large data on blockchain, the works in [22]–[24] introduced

models that integrated the IPFS system with smart contracts

to provide data sharing in IoT scenarios. These architectures

facilitate IoT communication and data exchanges in untrusted

environments.

Despite the promising results, these existing works still

show several limitations. First, the designs of conventional

access control strategies [14]–[16] require external key

authorities with a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), which

can be extremely complex and usually demands expensive

resources to achieve secure EHRs sharing [25]. Besides,

these centralized EHRs systems can cause excessive delay

in offering medical services when multiple entities request

medical information. Second, with these existing approaches,

patients have little control over their personal data on cloud

EHRs systems. Current EHRs sharing schemes can pose chal-

lenges for patients in keeping track of the exchange of their

health records and specifying who should have the access to

their medical records. In practical scenarios, some authorized

healthcare practitioners may try to use health data of patients

for their illegal purposes, which can lead to leakage of the

sensitive patient information. Final, the capability of access

control on EHRs sharing in blockchain has not been investi-

gated in real scenarios.

Unlike pioneering studies [17]–[20], this paper not only

considers access control over data uploading and sharing,

but also provides an effective data management strategy on

mobile cloud with smart contract and blockchain. It is worth

noting that the feasibility of blockchain based access con-

trol was demonstrated in various practical scenarios, such

as IoT [26]–[29], vehicular edge computing and networks

(VECONs) [30]. However, we find that a study on a com-

prehensive EHRs sharing solution with data management on

mobile cloud is still missing. This work aims to fill the gap

that considers EHRs sharing issues and access control on data

usage in e-health blockchain. The main differences between

our study and the existing EHRs sharing schemes [17]–[20]

can be highlighted as follows.

1) We build a comprehensive data offloading and data

sharing architecture using blockchain for mobile cloud

e-health applications. To protect health database,

we propose a data storage system by leveraging IPFS

technology. Specially, we implement a smart contract

design on an Ethereum blockchain platform on Amazon

cloud, aiming to exploit the access control capability of

smart contract and blockchain to manage authentication,

user identification and ensure system integrity.

2) Instead of theoretical analysis as current studies, in this

work, we focus on implementing a real data sharing

design using mobile devices and mobile clouds on

blockchain. Based on implementation results, we iden-

tify many useful technical features of blockchain for

EHRs sharing, which can make important contributions

to blockchain research in IoT applications including

healthcare.

3) We provide a comprehensive evaluation of the pro-

posed framework in terms of various technical aspects

including access control performance, network latency,

and security. Challenges and open issues of blockchain

implementation for EHRs sharing and e-health systems

are also provided.
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III. PRELIMINARIES

In this paper, we employ an Ethereum blockchain platform for

building our e-health system [31], [32]. Typically, Ethereum

is a new distributed blockchain network similar to most plat-

forms such as Bitcoin [33]. A big advantage of Ethereum is

its adaptable and flexible features, which allow to build any

blockchain applications such as e-healthcare.We reviewmain

components of an Ethereum network which will be used in

our design.

Like Bitcoin, the Ethereum platform has a blockchain,

which contains blocks of data transactions and smart con-

tracts. Blocks are verified and appended to the blockchain

by an algorithm called proof of work by miners to achieve

a secure, tamper-resistant consensus among all nodes in the

network. Each block contains hash of its previous block in

a chronological order. The cryptography hash algorithm on

the platform guarantees that linked blocks are resistant to be

modified and blockchain data is immutable.

1) ETHEREUM ACCOUNT

Ethereum has two different accounts: externally owned

accounts (EOAs) and contract accounts. Every account is

indexed by a 20-byte address and defined by a pair of keys,

a private key and a public key. To interact with Ethereum

blockchain, each user needs to create an account to become

an entity in the network.

2) SMART CONTRACT

A smart contract [32] is a kind of self-operating computer

program, which can be executed automatically when specific

conditions are met. In the Ethereum blockchain, a smart

contract is a special account, which contains data and code

with multiple programmable functions. Users can use their

Ethereum account to interact with smart contracts via appli-

cation binary interfaces (ABI). Functions defined in smart

contracts can be triggered by a new transaction sent from

an account. This property allows entities to implement their

job functionalities such as data transmission, request han-

dling or access management.

3) TRANSACTION

An Ethereum transaction is a data packet to transfer ether

(Ethereum native token) from an account to another. A typical

structure of transaction is as follow {Account Nonce, address

of recipient, Gas price, Gas limit, Ether value, sender’s signa-

ture, data field}. Below is an example of a transaction. Trans-

action Tx = new Transaction( getFromAddress(), gasPrice,

gasLimit, to, value, data). In our model, we use the data field

to declare request IDs to smart contracts for data request on

cloud storage.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we present a system architecture and introduce

the concept of data uploading and data sharing in our system.

Further, design goals in this paper are also highlighted.

FIGURE 1. The overview of blockchain based e-health system on mobile
cloud.

FIGURE 2. The data flow of the proposed mobile cloud blockchain
system.

A. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We consider an e-health scenario on a mobile cloud plat-

form where patient records are gathered from a network of

local gateways and stored on a public cloud for sharing with

healthcare providers as shown in Fig. 1. E-health records may

include personal information and medical history which are

provided by patients. Patients have their own patient ID PID
and are classified based on their current living area with an

area ID AID. In this model, we assume that the wearable

sensor network is private and managed by its local user

(patient). We also assume that EHRs can be collected from

wearable body sensors by a mobile application integrated in

patients’ smartphone. Therefore, the address of a patient on

blockchain can be formulated as Addr = {AID,PID}. Because

it is infeasible to storemedical data on blockchain, we suggest

to only keep addresses of patients on blockchain, while large

medical records are stored on decentralized cloud storage.

Further, to manage medical records, a cloud EHRs manager

ME is proposed. Thus, in order to retrieve a certain health

record on cloud, a participating entity needs to know patient

addresses which are visible on the blockchain network. The

data flow of the proposed mobile cloud blockchain system is

also shown in Fig. 2.
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Next, we assume that each health provider (such as a

doctor, physician or a nurse) has a mobile phone to retrieve

EHRs on the cloud with their ID HPID. By this way, they

can acquire medical history on cloud storage for their medical

analysis. For example, a doctor can access EHRs of a patient

to analyze medical records and diagnose health problems for

providing proper healthcare services.

We also develop a cloud blockchain network for

EHRs sharing. An Ethereum platform is chosen thanks to

its advantages mentioned in the previous section. The main

components of cloud blockchain network are presented as

follows.

- EHRs manager: The EHRs manager plays a significant

role in our data sharing framework. It is responsible to control

all user transactions on the blockchain network, including

data storage processes of mobile gateways and data access of

mobile users. The management capability of EHRs manager

is enabled by smart contracts through strict user policies.

- Admin: It is used to manage transactions and operations

on cloud by the means of adding, changing or revoking access

permissions. Admin is responsible to deploy smart contracts

and the only entity with the ability to update or modify

policies in smart contracts.

- Smart contracts: They define all operations allowed

in the access control system. Users can interact with smart

contracts by the contract address and Application Binary

Interface (ABI). Smart contracts can identify, validate request

and grant access permissions for medical users by triggering

transactions or messages. The smart contract and its opera-

tions are accessible to all blockchain entities. It is considered

as core software in our e-health platform.

-Decentralized storage: Since it is infeasible to share and

store large data on blockchain, we leverage a decentralized

peer-to-peer file system InterPlanetary File System (IPFS),

a very promising solution to build a file sharing platform

in the blockchain network [34]. IPFS has been built on

top of the BitTorrent protocol and the Kademlia Distributed

Hash Table (DHT). In the IPFS system, the role of central

server is eliminated, and users can store data in a network

of distributed storage nodes on the same file system with

advantages over existing cloud storage such as no single

point of failure, high storage throughput and data retrieval

improvement [35]. By using IPFS, users can identify and

access files by relying on the cryptographic hashes of their

contents.

In the EHRs sharing context in our paper, medical records

are encrypted and stored in IPFS nodes, while their hash

values are recorded by EHRs manager and stored in DTH.

We also integrates smart contracts with IPFS to improve

decentralized cloud storage and controlled data sharing for

better user access management. We configure the EHRs stor-

age running on the IPFS platformwith a network of individual

nodes S = {S1, S2, . . . , Sn}, each node only stores EHRs of

patients in a certain area as shown in Fig. 3.

- Data block structure: The Fig. 4 shows a structure of

EHRs block with the following main components.

FIGURE 3. Structure of cloud EHRs storage system.

FIGURE 4. The data block structure.

- Transaction records: Transactions in our block are orga-

nized in a Merkle tree based structure where a leaf node

represents a data access transaction of mobile users. To pro-

vide a data request, a mobile user needs to provide patient

information (Area ID, Patient ID) to establish a transaction

that is also signed with user’s private key at a certain time

(timestamp). This digital signature aims to establish trust

between the user and cloud server.

- Block header: The block header contains the following

metadata to verify the data block.

• Hash: The SHA256 hash of the block. With an exam-

ple in Fig. 4, the hash value can be formulated as

Hash12 = Hash(Hash1 + Hash2) = Hash[(Tx1.Hash)

+ (Tx2.Hash)].

• Previous hash: The hash of the previous block that is

used for block validation.

• Merkle Root: A structure to store a group of transac-

tions in each block.

• Nonce: It refers to a number that is generated by proof

of work operation on miner nodes, in order to produce a

hash value below a target difficulty level.

• Timestamp: It refers to the time of when the block was

created. It is also the timestamp of the last transaction in

the block.

B. THE DATA UPLOADING AND SHARING FRAMEWORK

ON MOBILE BLOCKCHAIN

In this subsection, we introduce two mechanisms for secure

data uploading and data sharing by leveraging smart con-

tracts and blockchain. The use of smart contract allows

to manage automatically transactions and operations on

blockchain with high efficiency and reliability. Specially,

at each mobile device, we design a blockchain client module,

which implements a full functionality to participate in the
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FIGURE 5. The data uploading and data sharing processes on mobile
cloud blockchain.

cloud blockchain network. This module is responsible to

encode transactions and data requests, sign digitally on trans-

actions and connect with blockchain for transaction track-

ing. Besides, the user interface module is designed for user

interaction, and a request handler module for processing user

request information. The work flow of EHRs uploading and

sharing processes is illustrated in Fig. 5. The description of

each step number is summarized as follows.

1© A mobile gateway initializes a request as a new transac-

tion for uploading data to cloud server.

2© The blockchain client processes and sends the request to

EHRs manager and smart contracts for verification.

3© The EHRs manager verifies the request by smart con-

tracts with a strict control policy. If the request is

accepted, a response will be returned to the gateway for

uploading data.

4© The gateway now can select EHRs, i.e. a health data

file collected from wearable sensors and encrypt data

with the public key of EHRs manager. Then the gate-

way uploads this encrypted file to IPFS storage on

cloud.

5© The IPFS storage will store the data file into a cor-

responding storage node using uploading information

(Area ID, Patient ID) and automatically returns a hash

value which is kept in the DHT table (see Fig. 6).

6© Uploading transactions are grouped into data blocks,

which are then inserted into the transaction pool for

confirmation by miners to append to the blockchain.

7© The uploading transaction is updated at the mobile gate-

way for tracking.

FIGURE 6. The structure of distributed hash table (DHT) in our IPFS
storage design.

FIGURE 7. Data file encryption and decryption in our design.

8© The mobile user joins the blockchain network, prepares

a transaction with request information (requestIDs), and

signs it with the private key SK for data access on cloud.

9© The user connects with cloud and sends a data access

request to cloud using the blockchain client module.

10© The EHRs manager will verify the access right of user

via the access control strategy with smart contract. Once

the access request is confirmed, the EHRs manager will

analyze the requestIDs and forwards such information

to IPFS storage for retrieving data.

11© The EHRs manager decrypts such requested data using

an asymmetric encryption algorithm (see Fig. 7) and

returns this requested data to the requestor.

12© The uploading transaction is updated at the mobile

device of user for tracking via the blockchain client.

The concept of data uploading and data sharing will be

explained in the next subsection in details.

1) DATA UPLOADING PROCESS

The EHRs uploading strategy is shown in the following

stages:

Stage 1 Initialization (Executed by the Mobile Gateway):

The mobile gateway such as a smartphone needs to create

a blockchain account to join the blockchain network and

initialize a request as a transaction for uploading data. The

mobile gateway uses the blockchain client module to inter-

act with blockchain on clouds. In the data uploading, this

module will create a storage transaction Ts as a request with

information index including request metadata (Gateway ID),

digital signature and timestamp for verification as well as

patient index for storage. The request then will be sent to the

EHRsmanager on cloud for verification via wireless network.

(Steps 1, 2 in Fig. 5).
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Stage 2 Verification and Uploading EHRs Data to IPFS

Storage (Executed by the EHRs Manager):

After receiving a transaction from gateway, the EHRsman-

ager will issue a signal to smart contract as a notification of

a new data uploading request. By using the policy list in the

policy storage, the smart contract can verify the transaction

and if it is accepted, a message will be returned to gateway

via the blockchain client to allow to upload data (Step 3

in Fig. 5).

Once the request is approved, the mobile gateway now can

encrypt the EHRs file with the public key of EHRs manager

using an asymmetric encryption algorithm (see Fig. 7). The

encrypted file is then uploaded to the IPFS cloud storage

server which is connected with the blockchain client module

of gateway (Step 4 in Fig. 5). The IPFS storage server will

automatically return a hash of this uploaded file to the EHRs

manager and this hash value is also updated in DHT table.

Note that in this context, this hash is produced by file content

as the IPFS storage concept [34], and any modifications

on data files in IPFS can be easily detected by the EHRs

manager. The encrypted file is now available on the IPFS

network. Each IPFS node stores data files of patients in a

certain area as configured in the system model (see Fig. 1).

Stage 3 Adding the Storage Transaction to Blockchain

(Executed by Miners):

Besides adding EHRs to cloud storage,metadata of upload-

ing transactions (Area ID, Patient ID and hash value as

shown in Fig. 5) is also inserted into the unsigned trans-

action pool. The miners will form periodically transactions

in the pool into blocks for mining. The fastest miner which

verifies the data block will send the signature to other

miners for validation. If all miners achieve an agreement,

the validated block with its signature is then appended to

the blockchain in a chronological order. Finally, all network

users receive this block and synchronize the copy of the

blockchain via the blockchain client. The work flow for

the above process is shown in Steps 6, 7 in Fig. 5. With

our blockchain design, any entities can monitor transactions

in a distributed manner. More importantly, due to storing

hash values instead of raw data on blockchain, the proposed

model avoids risks of data leakage and thus ensures high data

privacy.

2) DATA SHARING PROCESS

The data sharing scheme with access control is designed to

allow mobile users to access data on the main cloud. The

process is explained in the following stages:

Stage 1 Generation of Request Information (Executed by

Mobile User):

To access data on cloud storage, a mobile user needs to

establish a user transaction Tx as a data request for accessing

data. By creating a blockchain account, which includes a

private key to sign the transaction and public key for user

identification, users can access our blockchain. To request

data, the user also needs to provide address information of

patient as metadata for the request. The transaction Tx will

then sent to the EHRsmanager on cloud for access validation.

These work flows are shown in Steps 8, 9 in Fig. 5.

Stage 2 Access Verification and Data Retrieval (Executed

by the EHRs Manager):

The user transaction is sent to the EHRs manager for audit

and verification. Then, the EHRs manager issues a message

to the smart contract to verify for this request. Based on the

policy list which includes user public keys, the smart contract

will confirm and return a message to the EHRs manager.

If the user public key is available in the policy list, the access

permission is granted and now the requester can acquire data

of their interest. Otherwise, the smart contract will issue a

penalty to the requester and deny any further request of this

user (Step 10 in Fig. 5).

Once the request right is approved, the EHRs manager will

locate using request index. Note that request index includes

storage address of patient data so that the EHRs manager can

specify which storage node contains request data. The EHRs

manager analyses the requestIDs (Area ID and Patient ID)

of authorized access and looks up the hash value of data file

containing request data in the distributed hash table to retrieve

the requested data on IPFS storage. The IPFS system then

returns the data file encrypted by the data uploading process.

The EHRsmanager uses an asymmetric encryption algorithm

(see Fig. 7) with its private key to decrypt the encrypted data

file, and returns the decrypted data to the requestor (Step 11

in Fig. 5).

Stage 3 Adding the Data Sharing Transaction to

Blockchain (Executed by Miners):

Similar to the data uploading process, the transactions will

be grouped into blocks and added to the transaction pool for

mining by a network of miners. All verified transaction will

be recorded and appended to blockchain for sharing with all

mobile users. The end user can update the information of their

transactions via the blockchain client that is integrated with

their mobile phone (Step 12 in Fig. 5).

In the next section, we present a real prototype implemen-

tation on a mobile cloud blockchain application for the data

sharing scheme to demonstrate the feasibility of our proposed

scheme.

C. DESIGN GOALS

To enable the efficiency and security of EHRs sharing on

mobile clouds under the proposed system architecture, our

developed framework should achieve the following design

objectives.

1) The system should have the properties of user identity

and authentication. The framework ensures to strictly

verify access from mobile to guarantee system trustwor-

thiness. It should only allow authorized entities to access

EHRs, while preventing effectively potential threats to

the EHRs system.

2) The system should provide a fast data retrieval capability

with an authorization design based on smart contracts.

The user access control design should be lightweight

to avoid high network latency. In fact, how to design a
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highly trusted scheme with minimum system overheads

is a challenging issue in designing any EHRs sharing

systems.

3) The system should achieve high security levels, sys-

tem integrity and data privacy and provide flexibility

to mobile users, which can make the proposed system

feasible to many healthcare scenarios.

To achieve these performance goals, we propose a trust-

worthy access control scheme with a data sharing protocol

using a smart contract tomanage user access to EHRs. A peer-

to-peer cloud storage system based on IPFS is also designed

to achieve decentralized data storage and controlled data

access for EHRs sharing. These approaches can overcome

challenges of centralized models with high access control

performance and low system latency. Besides, we also design

a mobile Android application for interactions of users with

the cloud blockchain. Security analysis and design features

are also analyzed to demonstrate the applicability of the

proposed EHRs sharing system.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We present a proof of concept (PoC) implementation of a

decentralized access control for EHRs sharing on mobile

clouds to investigate and evaluate the proposed system. The

following subsections show details of our implementation

with system configurations.

A. SYSTEM SETTING

We considered an EHRs sharing framework on mobile

cloud as shown in Fig. 8. We deployed a private Ethereum

blockchain network on the Amazon cloud computing [36]

where two virtual machines AWS EC2 were employed as the

miners, two virtual machines Ubuntu 16.04 LTS were used

as the admin and EHRs manager, respectively. Our smart

contract was written by Solidity programming language [37]

and deployed on AWS Lambda functions. Each function

interacts with the cloud blockchain via theweb3.js API. Users

can interact with smart contracts through their Android phone

where a Geth client [38] (a command line interface imple-

mented in the Go language) was installed to transform each

smartphone into an Ethereum node. By using the Geth client,

a mobile user can create an Ethereum account to commu-

nicate with our blockchain network for accessing data. The

web3.js library [39], a lightweight Java library for working

with smart contracts and blockchain, was also used for devel-

oping the mobile application to connect with the Ethereum

blockchain network. In our experiment in this paper, we used

two Sony mobile phones running on an Android OS ver-

sion 8.0 platform to investigate results of EHRs sharing.

Next, we set up IPFS on Amazon cloud to build a decen-

tralized storage system. Currently, IPFS can be built on top

of the cloud computing on AWS [40]. Configurations for the

IPFS system on AWS are shown in Fig. 9. In this paper,

we build the medical records system by our mobile healthcare

platform called BioKin [41] which includes a network of

wearable sensors and a mobile Android application to collect

FIGURE 8. Experiment setup for EHRs sharing simulation.

FIGURE 9. Configuration for integrating IPFS on AWS cloud.

and process patient data for cloud storage. A Java library for

uploading data to IPFS on cloud was also integrated with our

mobile app [42]. In our test, it is assumed that medical records

were collected by BioKin sensors and stored in the IPFS

system. To encrypt medical data files in the mobile gateway,

we employed an asymmetric encryption algorithm RSA that

was written in Java and deployed on Android app [43]. Note

that all data files were encrypted by the public key of EHRs

manager in data uploading and then decrypted by EHRs

manager with its private key in the data sharing process in

an asymmetric manner as explained in Fig. 7.

B. ACCESS CONTROL FOR EHRS SHARING

In this subsection, we design a smart contract to formulate

our access control model. We also design an access protocol

that presents the work flow of EHRs sharing scheme.

1) SMART CONTRACT DESIGN

We first create a dataSharing contract controlled by the

admin to monitor transaction operations in our blockchain

network. We denote PK as the public key of user, userRole as

the role of user, Addr as the address of patient in blockchain.

The contract mainly provides the following five functions.

- AddUser(PK, userRole): (executed by Admin) This func-

tion allows to add a new user to the main contract. User is

identified by their public key and is added into the contract

with a corresponding role based on their request. User infor-

mation is also kept in cloud storage as part of system database.
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FIGURE 10. Code script of smart contract for EHRs sharing.

- DeleteUser(PK, userRole): (executed by Admin) It is

used to remove users from the network based on the corre-

sponding public key. All personal information is also deleted

from cloud storage.

- PolicyList(PK): (executed by Admin) A peer of health

provider-patient can agree on a policy which expresses their

relation in medical services. For example, a patient has a

unique doctor for his health care and only this doctor has

rights to access EHRs of his patient. The policy list contains

public key of all entities for identification when the smart

contract processes new transactions.

- RetrieveEHRs(PK, Addr): (executed by EHRs man-

ager) It allows to retrieve medical records on cloud storage.

A network participant needs to provide the address of patient

(including Patient ID and Area ID) to the smart contract. The

contract then verifies and sends a message to EHRs manager

to extract and return data to the requester.

- Penalty(PK, action): (executed by Admin) When detect-

ing an unauthorized request to EHRs system, the EHRs man-

ager will inform to smart contract to issue a penalty to the

requester. In our paper, we give a warning message as a

penalty to the unauthorized mobile entity.

The smart contract design on Ethereum blockchain can be

seen in Fig. 10.

2) DATA SHARING PROTOCOL

To operate the user access control system for EHRs sharing,

we also develop an access protocol which is performed when

a mobile user executes a transaction to request EHRs on

cloud. The access protocol is operated through four steps.

Step 1 Transaction Pre-Processing (Executed by the EHRs

Manager):

The EHRs manager receives a new transaction Tx from

a mobile user (such as a health provider or a patient). The

EHRs manager will obtain the public key of the requester by

using the Tx.getSenderPublicKey() function and send it to the

contract for validation.

Step 2 Verification (Executed by the Admin):

After receiving a transaction with a user PK from EHRs

manager (msg.sender = ME), the admin will verify access

rights of the requester based on its PK in the policy list of the

smart contract. If the PK is available in the list, the request is

accepted and now a data access permission is granted to the

requester. Otherwise, the smart contract will issue a penalty

to this request through the penalty() function. In this case, all

EHRs access activities are denied and the request is discarded

from the blockchain network.

Step 3 EHRs Retrieval (Executed by the Admin):

Once the access permission for the new transaction is

granted, the contract will decode the transaction using the

abiDecoder:decodeMethod(Tx) function [44] to obtain the

address information of EHRs in the data field of transaction

(see Section II). Now the admin can know the Area ID and

Patient ID of EHRs for the transaction. The admin then sends

a request to the EHRs manager for locating and extracting

medical records in the decentralized cloud storage system.

Step 4 EHRs Feedback (Executed by the EHRs Manager):

Once the requested EHRs are found, the EHRs manager

will send them to the requester via an off-chain network

created for cloud-mobile user communication. Now the data

process is finished and a new transaction is appended to

blockchain and broadcast to all network entities. Note that

data in such transactions are mainly patient addresses, which

are lightweight and efficient to store on the blockchain.

Therefore, our blockchain solution can be applied to many

e-health applications.

The access protocol is summarized in Algorithm 1.

C. TESTING METHODOLOGY

Based on hardware and software settings, in this section,

we concentrate on evaluating the proposed EHRs sharing

system via a real test.We first deploy an Ethereum blockchain

platform on Amazon cloud and connect with a blockchain

client application which is integrated with Android mobile

phones. For simplicity, in the cloud EHRs storage sys-

tem, we only consider a testing area (AreaID = 1) with

10 patients (PatientID = 1, 2, . . . , 10). That means in the

IPFS storage system, we set up one storage node with 10 data

files of different patients. Note that medical data files used

in our test were collected by wearable sensors as shown

in Fig. 8.
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Algorithm 1 EHRs Access Protocol

Input: Tx

Output: Result

Initialization: (by the EHRs Manager)

1: Receive a new transaction Tx from a mobile user

2: Get the public key of the requester

PK ← Tx.getSenderPublicKey()

3: Send the public key to Admin

(msg.sender = EHRsManager)

Verification (by the smart contract and Admin)

4: if PK is available in the policy list

policyList(PK )← true

5: end

6: Decode the transaction

decodedTx ← abiDecoder .decodeMethod(Tx)

7: Specify request information

Addr ← web3.eth.getData(decodedTx([DataIndex])

8: Specify AreaID and PatientID

AID← Addr(Index[AID]); PID← Addr(Index[PID])

EHRs Retrieval (by the smart contract)

9: while true do

10: if policyList(AID)→ true then

11: if policyList(PID)→ true then

12: Result ← retrieveEHRs(PK ,Addr)

(refer to Algorithm 4)

13: break;

14: else

15: Result ← penalty(PK , action)

16: break;

17: else

18: Result ← penalty(PK , action)

19: break;

20: end

21: end

22: return Result;

We consider two use cases with two mobile devices which

represent authorized user and unauthorized user, respectively.

For the first case, a mobile user, i.e. a doctor, acts as a

blockchain client to request data on cloud storage. As he is

an e-health network participant, he know patient information

in the blockchain network to request data of his interest. For

the second case, a mobile user acts as an attacker to access

illegally to the cloud storage. He is curious about the sensitive

information of patient in the e-health system and wants to

steal medical records on our cloud blockchain.

For experimental evaluations, we focus on two perfor-

mance metrics: access control and network overheads. For

the access control evaluation, we build a mobile cloud appli-

cation on an Ethereum blockchain network. Mobile users

(including authorized and unauthorized users) will join the

blockchain network, make transactions to request data using

a blockchain client platform on their Android phone. In this

way, we investigate access control results for each type of data

request. Access control analysis is achieved if the proposed

FIGURE 11. The running Ethereum blockchain for EHRs sharing on
Amazon cloud.

scheme can allow authorized users to retrieve efficiently

EHRs and detect any potential threats to data storage on

cloud. The access control algorithm based on smart contract

should be able to analyse and prevent any attackers to our e-

health system, aiming to achieve a reliable EHRs sharing on

blockchain.

In addition to access control evaluation, we also investigate

network latency that is also an important indicator to show the

effectiveness of real-time EHRs sharing system. We measure

the time overhead of the user authentication process run by

smart contract by using a Kinesis Data Analytics service

on Amazon cloud. Besides, communication latency is also

evaluated by analysing the time taken to send a data request

and receive the requested data on the blockchain client. The

evaluation results based on our testing methodology are pre-

sented in the next section.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To implement our EHRs sharing framework, we first

deployed a private Ethereum blockchain on AWS as illus-

trated in Fig. 11. Data access and transactions are recorded

and shown on the web interface for monitoring. Based on

blockchain settings, we deployed smart contracts, IPFS stor-

age, established network entities and connected with mobile

applications to build our e-health framework. With these

settings, we operated the EHRs sharing system and evaluated

the efficiency of our design through two main performance

metrics: access control and network overheads.

A. ACCESS CONTROL PERFORMANCE

We present two use cases with authorized and unauthorized

access to evaluate the performance of our EHRs sharing

model with a designed access control (Fig. 12). The objective

of our framework is to allow authorized entities (such as

healthcare providers) to retrieve effectively EHRs on cloud,

while being able to prevent unauthorized access to our EHRs

resources. A mobile user such as a doctor, who wants to

access EHRs of his patient on cloud, can use our mobile

application with amobile user interface to create an Ethereum

account and register user information for interacting with

the blockchain (Fig. 12(a)). After his request is verified by

the cloud EHRs manager, he now starts to make a transac-

tion to access EHRs by providing the address of his patient
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FIGURE 12. Illustrations of EHRs access results on Android phones: a) User Registration form with Ethereum account, b) EHRs access results of an
authorized user, c) Transaction record of authorized EHRs access, d) EHRs result of an unauthorized user, and e) Transaction record of unauthorized EHRs
access.

(including AreaID and PatientID) as shown in Fig. 12(b).

Our EHRs system will then return data access results which

are also updated on his mobile interface (Fig. 12(b)). Thus,

the doctor can acquire all medical records of his patient to

analyse and provide healthcare supports accordingly. Now the

EHRs access process is finished and transaction is appended

to blockchain by the cloud miner and broadcast to all entities

in the network. Therefore, a patient can keep track of the

exchange of their EHRs and know exactly who uses their data

(Fig. 12(c)), thus ensuring data ownership of individuals and

network trustworthiness.

In the case of unauthorized access, the smart contract will

verify and detect by the access protocol with a predefined

policy list. Such illegal request is prevented and discarded

from our EHRs database, and a warning message is returned

to the requester (see Fig. 12(d)). A corresponding transaction

for unauthorized access is also issued by the smart contract

(see Fig. 12(e)). Obviously, the use of blockchain can address

effectively challenges mentioned in the literature in control-

ling patient information and monitoring user access, which

can improve system reliability and data privacy.

With the analyzed access control results, it is clearly that

our design achieves a secure data sharing among mobile

users, with the capability of user identity, authentication.

More importantly, the access control scheme enabled by

smart contract design is capable of preserving sensitive med-

ical data against external attacks. These performance results

achieve the first design goal stated in the Section IV-D.

B. NETWORK LATENCY

We measured the average time consumption on cloud for

processing many access requests simultaneously (Fig. 13(a)).

The mechanism with user authentication based on smart

contract consumes more time to process user requests, com-

pared with the non-authenticated scheme. This overhead

comes from time consumption for user identity and access

authentication. However, in the worst case (seven requests),

FIGURE 13. Time overheads: a) Processing time on cloud versus user
requests and b) Time consumption for EHRs access on cloud storage.

the additional overhead is only about 100ms, which is still

small and considered acceptable in real scenarios. This result

highlights a lightweight design for user authentication and

access control of our model.

We also evaluated the performance of our EHRs shar-

ing system in terms of communication overhead for access-

ing EHRs on blockchain cloud storage IPFS (Fig. 13(b)).

We measured time consumption for the EHRs access process

from requesting data access to receiving data on the mobile

phone.We also compared the time overhead of EHRs retrieval

on our blockchain based storage IPFS with centralized stor-

age enabled by AWS S3 service. The experiment results with

respect to different EHRs file sizes show our decentralized

storage design on blockchain outperforms the conventional

scheme with centralized storage in terms of time overhead.

This result also demonstrates the efficiency of the proposed

EHRs sharing on cloud blockchain.

With network latency analysis, it is obvious that our design

achieve a lightweight EHRs sharing with minimum system

overheads, compared to conventional cloud design. This per-

formance result achieves the second design goal stated in the

Section IV-D.
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TABLE 1. Comparison our system with other works.

VII. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide performance analysis on security

of the proposed system via two threat scenarios. Also, tech-

nical features of the designed data sharing scheme are also

discussed to highlight the usefulness and feasibility of our

design.

A. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Security are always a great concern in medical data shar-

ing systems where sensitive patient information must be

preserved well against potential threats to guarantee patient

privacy and network security. We prove the security of our

design through the following theorems.

Theorem 1: Assume that an attacker can access to the

data storage system without consent of EHRs manager, such

attacker may find it very difficult to retrieve and read medical

data from our system.

Proof: In our design, all medical records are encrypted

with the public key of EHRs manager for uploading to

the decentralized cloud storage. To retrieve cloud data, any

requestors need to know the private key of EHRs manager to

decrypt such data package. Note that this private key is unique

and only known by the EHRs manager. Therefore, it is very

challenging for the attacker to guess the private key to decrypt

and obtain data on cloud.

Theorem 2: Suppose that an adversary can send unautho-

rized transactions to request our cloud e-healthcare records.

It is impossible for such adversary to tamper our access

control framework to acquire access permission.

Proof: In order to request an authorized transaction,

a mobile user needs their private key (SK), public key (PK)

and a request ID, which are used to sign the transaction before

sending to cloud storage as the syntax AuthorizedTx ←

SignSK (rawTx{PK , requestID, timestamp}). It is noticed that

only the user public key is visible to all entities in the

blockchain network, while the private key is only known

by its user. Therefore, the adversary is unable to have such

private key to sign the transaction for accessing data. Further,

any invalidated transactions will be removed by the miner

from the blockchain network, which make our access control

system resistant with external attacks.

B. DISCUSSION

The proposed EHRs sharing system is discussed and evalu-

ated under various performance metrics to demonstrate the

feasibility of our model for real usability scenarios.

1) FLEXIBILITY

Since our design is deployed on a mobile platform, any

users with smartphones can easily to work on our system

while allowing the freedom of users with high flexibility.

Our system can work well with different mobile platforms,

including Android and iOS versions, increasing the usability

of our design in different healthcare system.

2) AVAILABILITY

Our system allows authorized mobile users to access e-

healthcare records anytime and anywhere with a mobile

application. The use of mobile app allows users to interact

with our system in a real time and dynamic manner, with

highly available medical data on cloud.

3) AVOID SINGLE POINT OF FAILURE

Our design employed the decentralized storage system IPFS

that solves effectively the single point of failure problem.

Besides, access control enabled by the blockchain technique

is running in a peer-to-peer manner among decentralized

entities that can also contribute to overcome this challenge.

4) INTEGRITY

Integrity guarantees that patient information is shared

between authorized users without any change. Medical

records collected frommobile gateways are always encrypted

to avoid any alterations. Meanwhile, for EHRs sharing,

mobile users are unable to modify the signed transactions to

smart contracts and no any entities can tamper and change

content of recorded transactions. Importantly, mobile users

cannot have rights to change or alter the agreement in the

smart contract and access policies in our scenario.

5) DATA PRIVACY

By exploiting security capability of blockchain and smart

contracts, our access control scheme guarantees data pri-

vacy and data ownership of individuals. Malicious access

are blocked by user identity capability and authorization of

smart contract, preventing potential threats from accessing

to our cloud storage. Moreover, illegal transactions will be

invalidated and removed from our blockchain network by the

consensus process. Another interesting feature of our design

is that all entities in the blockchain share equal data man-

agement rights and monitor all transactions and messages.

Therefore, any modification to cloud medical records can be

detected easily by mobile users and informed to the cloud

manager for safeguarding patient data privacy.
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With a comprehensive analysis on various design aspects,

our system can be preserved against potential attacks and

threats. Our design also brings interesting features including

flexibility, availability with high system integrity and data

privacy, all of which can be useful to healthcare applications.

These performance results achieve the last design goal stated

in the Section IV-D.

Further, based on extensive discussions on literature stud-

ies in Section II, we show the comparison of our proposed

design with other relevant works in Table 1 in different tech-

nical features by using two options: Y-yes (available) and

N-No (unavailable). The comparison results demonstrate that

the proposed design outperforms conventional schemes and

thus can provide a promising solution for improving current

e-health applications.

C. EHRS SHARING CHALLENGES AND OPEN ISSUES

In addition to potentials of blockchain in EHRs sharing and

e-healthcare systems, there are several other challenges and

open issues that should be carefully addressed.

1) SCALABILITY

In modern e-health scenarios, there are many healthcare

providers who want to participate in collaborative e-health

services, i.e. collaborative healthcare betweenmultiple hospi-

tals. This requires a scalable and manageable IoT architecture

which ensures reliable and robust interconnection of multi-

ple mobile devices within the mobile cloud blockchain net-

work [29]. Besides, different healthcare providers can have

different roles based on their functionality, such as doctor,

clinicians, physicians, nurses. Therefore, there is a need to

extend the current EHRs sharing system, aiming to adapt to

scalable e-health scenarios while guaranteeing high quality

of user experience and e-health sharing reliability.

2) LOW NETWORK LATENCY

Network latency is a critical issue in real-time healthcare

applications. For example, data streams generated from dis-

tributed wearable devices are high in volume and at fast rate,

which can lead to traffic congestion on the cloud server.

Further, due to the physical distance to mobile devices, con-

ventional clouds based health services experience high net-

work latency which may not be suitable to time-sensitive

health applications. To overcome such challenges, mobile

edge cloud can be a promising solution to provide nearby

health services to mobile users with low network latency [30].

From the blockchain perspective, solutions for lightweight

blockchain design in healthcare are necessary to optimize

data processing and transaction communication for better

latency efficiency [45].

3) DATA UPLOADING PRIVACY

Uploading medical data to cloud for sharing in healthcare

blockchain can introduce some critical privacy issues that

have been largely ignored by existing literature studies. For

example, in cloud blockchain networks, the cloud server can

curious about medical resources and steal sensitive patient

data without consent of patients. More importantly, although

the blockchain platform allows entities to keep track of their

transaction records, curious miners can infer personal infor-

mation such as user location or usage pattern information

during the mining process. In such contexts, novel strategies

which combine uploading optimization and user protection

may be useful. Specially, uploading techniques using rein-

forcement learning (RL) have just emerged as a promising

solution to solve such critical problems in healthcare [46].

4) QUALITY OF SERVICE (QOS)

To achieve high quality of e-health services, blockchain-

based healthcare applications require QoS guarantees in

terms of requirements such as data availability, flexibility

and usability. In this regard, the improvement of current

mobile e-health platform for both user and cloud server per-

spectives should be considered in e-health system design.

Particularly, the integration of e-health system with intelli-

gent services on blockchain can be an interesting topic. For

instance, automatic clinical support platforms using datamin-

ing or machine learning can be integrated at the cloud to anal-

yse medical records and predict health problems of patients

in a dynamic manner. This can help healthcare providers,

i.e. doctors to provide instant healthcare services, while data

privacy and security are still guaranteed.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a novel EHRs sharing scheme enabled by

mobile cloud computing and blockchain. We identify critical

challenges of current EHRs sharing systems and propose effi-

cient solutions to address these issues through a real prototype

implementation. In this work, our focus is on designing a

trustworthy access controlmechanism based on a single smart

contract to manage user access for ensuring efficient and

secure EHRs sharing. To investigate the performance of the

proposed approach, we deploy an Ethereum blockchain on

the Amazon cloud, where medical entities can interact with

the EHRs sharing system via a developed mobile Android

application. We also integrate the peer-to-peer IPFS storage

system with blockchain to achieve a decentralized data stor-

age and data sharing. The implementation results show that

our framework can allow medical users to share medical data

over mobile cloud environments in a reliable and quick man-

ner, in comparison to conventional schemes. In particular, our

access control can identify and prevent effectively unautho-

rized access to the e-health system, aiming for achieving a

desired level of patient privacy and network security. We also

provide security analysis and extensive evaluations on various

technical aspects of the proposed system, showing advantages

of our proposal over existing solutions. Based on the merits

of our model, we believe that our blockchain enabled solution

is a step towards efficient management of e-health records

on mobile clouds, which is promising in many healthcare

applications.
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